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Description of the project (aims, experimental techniques, recommended background): 
Rare mutations in the C1r and C1s proteases have been recently identified in peridontal Ehlers-Danlos 

patients. Whereas these two highly controlled proteases are known as innate immune triggers, these 

mutations are unexpectedly associated to periodontitis, leading for example to premature loss of 

teeth. To better understand the molecular mechanisms involved in these new pathophysiological 

conditions, we need to investigate how the mutations impact the structural integrity of the proteins 

and their function.  

These dominant heterozygote missense or in-frame insertion/deletion mutations do not alter the 

catalytic serine protease domain, but likely impact the assembly of the proteases. These mutations 

might therefore induce a gain of a new function or perturb an essential physiological balance. One aim 

will be to check the impact of the pathogenic mutation ont the structure and assembly of the 

recombinant protease, as compared to the wild type. New potential targets of the C1r and C1s 

proteaseswill be investigated, according to their known enzymatic specificity profile. This work will be 

performed in collaboration with an Austrian medical research team (Medical University Innsbruck).The 

student should have a background in biochemistry and biophysics and ideally apply to the M2 specialty 

Biochemistry and Structural Biology. 

Justification that the internship’s subject fits with the general theme of GRAL:  
The team addresses the question of the structural/functional impact of patient mutations in the 
proteases C1r and C1s and works in close collaboration with a medical research team analysing patient 
samples and cellular dysfunctions. 
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